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ABOUT WWF-VIET NAM
In continual development of the worldwide network, WWF started on a
national conservation strategy in Viet Nam in the 1990s, amongst the first
international non-government organisations in the country.
Since then, WWF-Viet Nam has worked closely with the government,
businesses, and other key players on a range of environmental issues, and
implemented various field activities across Viet Nam, to address global and
local environmental challenges.

CONSERVATION MISSION & PRACTICES
Alongside all WWF offices around the world, our Mission remains: to stop the
degradation of Viet Nam’s natural environment and to build a future in which
humans live in harmony with nature.
While continuing to deliver locally in crucial eco-regions, WWF-Viet Nam
sharpens the focus on six global goals – wildlife, forests, oceans, freshwater,
climate and energy, and food – and three key drivers of environmental
degradation – markets, finance and governance.
WWF-Viet Nam knows that one organisation alone can’t effect the changes
needed. That is why our work on the goals and drivers is strongly inclusive of
our partnerships with institutions and corporations, both local and global.
The changes we want to see in the world can only come about through the
efforts of many actors: communities and corporations, governments and
NGOs, finance institutions and development agencies, consumers and
researchers.

Under these 6 global goals,
highlights of conservation areas
in Viet Nam include:
•

Water stewardship

•

Local community sustainable
livelihoods

•

Environmental education

•

Biodiversity & species

•

Climate change mitigation &
adaptation

•

Renewable energy & energy
efficiency

•

Sustainable production &
consumption in the fisheries
and forestry sectors
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SINCE
ESTABLISHMENT
IN 1995
HA NOI

MORE THAN
25 YEARS OF
OPERATION IN
VIET NAM
07 OFFICES
ACROSS
THE COUNTRY

NGHE AN

HA TINH

QUANG BINH

QUANG TRI

THUA THIEN HUE

WWF-Viet Nam’s offices

DA NANG

QUANG NAM

WWF-Viet Nam’s headquarters
WWF-Viet Nam's current working areas
BINH DINH

WORKING TO
SUSTAIN THE
NATURAL
WORLD
FOR PEOPLE AND
WILDLIFE

*This map intends to present the working areas
and offices of WWF-Viet Nam, and does not
represent the entire area of Viet Nam.
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OUR WORK WITH THE CORPORATE SECTOR
“ALIGNING BUSINESS
STRATEGY
WITH THE
IMPLEMENTATION
OF SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY,
SUCH AS
ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION,
WOULD BENEFIT
OUR ENVIRONMENT,
COMMUNITY, AND
THE BUSINESSES
THEMSELVES IN THE

The challenges that the global environment is facing today are too big, too
interconnected and too urgent for any one organisation to solve alone.
Therefore, WWF-Viet Nam seeks to work with those who have the greatest
potential to reduce the most pressing threats to the diversity of Viet Nam’s
nature, and together find solutions to conservation challenges such as
deforestation, over-fishing, water scarcity and climate change.
Businesses drive much of the economy, and have the power to demonstrate
their social responsibility by ensuring that Viet Nam’s natural resources and
ecosystems, which underpin their businesses, are used sustainably.
Business is also primed to lead on rapid adaptation and on the innovative
solutions needed to drive change. By working with businesses, WWF-Viet
Nam aims to change behaviour and drive conservation results that would not
be possible otherwise.
• promoting better production and responsible sourcing of raw materials
that otherwise drive deforestation or unsustainable use of water;
• raising awareness of the need to consume more wisely;
• protecting some of the world’s most ecologically important places;
• supporting the equitable sharing of natural resources;
• encouraging a switch away from fossil fuels to 100% renewable energy;
• engaging jointly on public policy;
• redirecting financial flows to support conservation and sustainable
ecosystem management.

LONG RUN.” WWF-VIET NAM’S CORPORATE PARTNERSHIPS

Dr. Van Ngoc Thinh
CEO
WWF-Viet Nam

The cooperation with our partners is based on a common understanding of
issues, shared ambitions or activities and a willingness to speak out in public.
In general, we distinguish three types of partnerships with companies:
1. Driving sustainable business practices;
2. Communications and awareness raising;
3. Philanthropic partnerships.
As this publication shows, many of WWF-Viet Nam’s partnerships with
companies leverage a combination of these approaches.
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Driving sustainable business practices
Our bilateral partnerships aim to deliver direct conservation results on key
issues or in priority places by changing practices throughout a company’s
operations and value chain. These intend to reduce the major environmental
impacts of some of the world’s largest companies, achieve conservation
results that would not otherwise be possible, and influence related sectors and
markets.
Communications and awareness raising
WWF-Viet Nam partners with businesses in raising awareness of
key environmental issues and mobilising consumer action through
communications and campaigns (including cause-related marketing
campaigns). These partnerships also aim to highlight the beauty and
uniqueness of places and species for which WWF-Viet Nam stands. This
approach includes; for example, consumer actions to encourage the purchase
of sustainable products such as MSC® products or results in companies
supporting campaigns that inspire actions in favour of special places such as
the Arctic or endangered species like the tiger.
Philanthropic partnerships
The third approach is articulated through specific programmes with
companies funding conservation projects and the institutions that deliver
them. Philanthropic relationships with companies raise money for the
conservation of key places and species, and the capability and tools to deliver
such conservation impact.

LIST OF FEATURED CORPORATE PARTNERSHIPS
The following list represents highlights of WWF-Viet Nam’s corporate
partnerships and projects supported by corporates in Viet Nam in the
recent years:
1. HSBC Bank
Viet Nam
Page 8,9
2. Grab
Page 11
3. innisfree
Page 18
4. Intel Products
Viet Nam
Page 18
5. Microsoft
Page 19

6. BOO Trading
JSC.
Page 19
7. IKEA
Page 20
8. Prudential
Page 21
9. International
Investment Bank
Page 22

10. Sopex VN
Page 24
11. Tetra Pak
Page 26
12. The Coca-Cola
Company
Page 27
13. Volvo
Page 28
14. Fuji Xerox
Page 30
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A WAKE UP CALL TO BUSINESSES
IN VIET NAM AND AROUND THE
WORLD
OUR PLANET
SERIES
WON

The exclusive screening of Our Planet: Our Business which took place in Viet
Nam in November 2019 engaged hundreds of key corporate representatives in
Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City, contributing to the overwhelming success of this
series screening all over the world.

02 EMMY
AWARDS
AND GAINED
OVER 33 MILLION
HOUSEHOLDS
VIEWING
WITHIN THE
FIRST MONTH.
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Stemmed from the Our Planet series
launched in April 2019, the 40-minute
film, Our Planet: Our Business, is
an unrivalled experience combining
stunning wildlife footages with the
voices of influential business leaders,
to demonstrate why protecting the
natural world is a business imperative.
The events were proudly sponsored by CGV Viet Nam and Tetra Pak Viet Nam,
with beverages and refreshments supplied by sustainable production models,
HEINEKEN Viet Nam and 4Ps Corporation.
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OUR PLANET:
OUR BUSINESS
HAS BEEN
VIEWED OVER
120,000 TIMES
ONLINE WITH

© WWF-Viet Nam / Nguyen Ngoc Quang

Valuable
experiences
were
shared from panelists including
representatives
from
our
sponsors and Thien Minh Group,
discussing the possibilities in a
local shift toward sustainability
and how business strategies can
contribute to long term sustainable
development goals.

“We can’t smile in the future if we don’t grow sustainably”, said Mr. Yuma
Nagata, Sustainability Manager, 4Ps Corporation.

OVER 17,000
PEOPLE
WATCHING THE
FULL FILM
AT NEARLY
200 EVENTS
ACROSS
50 COUNTRIES.

© WWF-Viet Nam / Nguyen Phuong Ha

At WWF, we have been calling this opportunity to set New Deal for Nature
and People, a new course for our planet. In the previous year, we worked hard
to launch this ambition, formed a coalition of governments and businesses
and reached out to tens of millions of people, which included the public film
screening of Our Planet: Our Business. Increasingly, many businesses are
starting to step up and help tackle environmental issues with nature-based
business solutions to secure a long-term sustainable future.
These efforts ramped up in the super year 2020. The goliath task to unite the
world is daunting, but momentum has been building across the planet. Only by
working together can we develop shared solutions for large-scale challenges.
Join us and be part of that change!
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HSBC BANK VIET NAM
IN 2020 - 2024,
THE PARTNERSHIP
EXPECTS TO
ENSURE
150 HA MANGROVE
FOREST
GENERATED
AT LEAST
20,000 TONNES OF
CARBON PER YEAR
SEQUESTRATED

HSBC has been a long-term WWF partner on a global scale for more than 17 years.
In Viet Nam, WWF-Viet Nam and HSBC Water Programme have come together
to work on a multi-year freshwater partnership. The project contributes to WWFViet Nam’s national conservation strategy while also mutiplying the impact of the
HSBC Water Programme, which has benefited more than 2.5 million people in
total across five major river basins of the world.
In Tram Chim National Park in the Mekong Delta and in Vu Gia Thu Bon River
Basin, the 2018 - 2019 partnership contributed to the river basin improvement by
engaging communities in key freshwater landscapes in freshwater conservation
through education, citizen science and improved management, enhancing
environmental, social and economic benefits.
In 2020 - 2024, HSBC continues to scale up their conservation work with a
five-year project in Mui Ca Mau National Park together with WWF to develop
a far-reaching and innovative programme that will nurture the vulnerable
ecology of the Park, the Mekong Delta and beyond.

Photos: © Thomas Cristofoletti / WWF-US

The project framework will also involve the prolonged engagement of HSBC staff
volunteers who will deliver a genuine impact on the ground through the delivery of
environmental services within the national park.

AND 10,000
HOUSEHOLDS
BENEFITED FROM
ECOSYSTEM
SERVICES.
Photos: © WWF-Viet Nam
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Besides freshwater conservation, WWF-Viet Nam also partnered with HSBC to help
protect Saola, one of the world’s rarest mammals. The project enhanced the species
protection in Truong Son mountains, by strengthening patrolling and snare removal
in protected areas, as well as engaging local community members in conservation
work.

THE PARTNERSHIP
FOR SAOLA
CONSERVATION
DELIVERED
MORE THAN 3,000
PATROLLING DAYS
ENGAGED WITH
1,100 COMMUNITY
MEMBERS
AND 11 VILLAGES.

© WWF-Viet Nam / Thanh The Vinh
The guards are good at spotting snares because many of them had been hunters
themselves - until WWF-Viet Nam trained them and gave them more sustainable
livelihood opportunities - which has inspired many to become conservation ambassadors
within their own communities.

Photos: © WWF-Viet Nam / Luong Viet Hung
Throughout the partnership, HSBC employees’ engagement was always an immovable component. From accompanying forest guards on patrolling trips in the Truong
Son Mountains, to facilitating community awareness raising sessions, volunteering
connects HSBC employees to nature while increasing their understanding of Viet
Nam’s distinctive biodiversity and participation in vital conservation work.

The dynamic partnership between HSBC and WWF-Viet Nam truly provides a
unique platform, helping to not only protect our natural resources but also provide
staff volunteers the opportunity to really participate in the bank’s communitysupport agenda. Active involvement by volunteers in the drive for needed changes
leads to the betterment of communities and the local environment.
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WWF-VIET NAM PANDA LABS
We are a global community of decentralised innovation labs experimenting with
human-centered approaches, technologies, partnerships and finance to solve the
most complex, urgent environmental problems.

PREPARED TO
TAKE RISKS,
TO INNOVATE,
AND TO
EMBRACE
EMERGING
TECHNOLOGIES
AND NEW
BUSINESS
MODELS
TO BEND
THE CURVE ON
SOME OF THE
GREATEST
ENVIRONMENTAL
CHALLENGES
HUMANITY HAS
EVER FACED

THINKING OUTSIDE
THE BOTTLE
INNOVATING A
CLEANER VIET NAM
© WWF-US / Jaime Rojo

HOW WE WORK
We create ecosystems to connect influential allies with shared goals, to share
knowledge and ideas. We facilitate low-cost design thinking processes to rapidly
ideate, experiment, test and prototype new solutions. We accelerate and scale
new, validated solutions and business models.

OUR VENTURES
The Greenhouse Session
The Greenhouse Sessions are regular gatherings of change-makers and experts,
to educate, inspire and create a framework for collaboration.

Impactio is a project curation and funding
platform. It leverages collaborative power
to surface high impact projects and unlock
funding at scale for the Sustainable
Development Goals.

Open is a digital venture
transforming
global
food
supply chains and reducing
environmental
impact
and
human rights abuses.

2020 VIET NAM MOONSHOT CHALLENGE
Panda Labs Viet Nam together with the Oceans practice of WWF-Viet Nam
addressed our Moonshot Challenge of the year 2020: PLASTICS
Plastic waste/debris management needs the cooperation of all stakeholders
from all levels, sectors, localities, organisations, businesses, communities
and each citizen; who shall actively and responsively participate in the
implementation process with the support from the whole political system in
sharing and cooperation with international organisations and other countries
in the region and around the world.
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GRAB

Grab has teamed up with WWF to engage community
support for the protection of Southeast Asia’s most
endangered wildlife through the GrabRewards Loyalty
Programme.

This collaboration not only raises awareness of the threatened wildlife; it also
supports WWF’s efforts to increase funding for their protection.
From June to August 2019, Grab users from eight markets in Southeast Asia had
a chance to redeem their GrabRewards points to help fund WWF’s work. In Viet
Nam, this support contributed directly to the conservation of Asian elephants
and Saola, two of the most iconic species facing an increased threat to their
existence due to poaching, wildlife trade, and habitat destruction.
Since Saola was first
discovered in 1992,
only about 10 of
them have ever been
captured alive in Laos
and Viet Nam. Without
professional veterinary
care, the longest that
any of these captive
animals lived was just
a few months. Thus,
it will take an all-out
effort through halting
poaching and starting
a captive breeding
programme to increase
its numbers.

Meanwhile, a recent estimate indicates
the possibility of Viet Nam’s largest
wild elephant population in Yok Don
National Park will go extinct before the
end of this century if no action is taken
to protect both elephants and their
habitat.
© Kayleigh Ghiot / WWF
© Martin Harvey / WWF

With approximately
70 animals
remaining, Yok Don’s population is critical
to the survival of wild elephants in Viet
Nam.

Along with restoring forest habitat for elephants and Saola, WWF-Viet Nam
is providing protected area staff with training on biodiversity monitoring and
patrolling techniques as well as the necessary equipment to do their work.
WWF-Viet Nam is also working with local communities to raise awareness about
threats to wildlife and create sustainable livelihoods for local communities as it
is vital for wildlife and people to thrive in harmony.
To continue rallying communities for wildlife, the GrabRewards Loyalty
Programme returned from June to December 2020 where users could redeem
their points and help restore wildlife habitats and stop illegal wildlife trade.
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CAMPAIGN ENGAGEMENT
1. Corporates keeping their staff engaged despite COVID’s
social distancing
Even at the peak of the pandemic, hundreds of staff from Vietnamese corporates,
along with participants from five countries in South East Asia, were able to stay
active and connected from home through Run Wild with WWF.

© WWF

WWF’s first virtual race was highlighted as a positive initiative for community
activity during the social distancing period. Corporate participants like BOO
Trading JSC. and Intel Products Viet Nam were featured on VTV1 evening news
as role models for advocating innovative work culture, having combined staff
engagement with corporate social responsibility work in accordance with WWF’s
conservation mission in Viet Nam.
2. Corporates support the planet in its darkest hour
Many of Viet Nam’s pioneering corporates, understanding the urgent
need for environmental harmony after witnessing the impacts of
COVID-19, joined the movement to #connect2earth during the digital
Earth Hour (EH2020) campaign. We may not have been able to be
physically together, but we reached out and connected with one another
throughout and beyond 30 days where the campaign went digital, live
broadcast and was seen on multiple advertising platforms. Together with
significant support from many Ministries, local authorities and leading
corporations, the campaign achieved remarkable success covering hot
topics in Viet Nam focusing on biodiversity, including: Energy, Plastic
and Wildlife.
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By joining this
positive milestone and
emotional platform,
enterprises were able to
connect with audiences
across the country and
amplify their voices for
the planet together,
not only in a 60-minute
“switch off ” but
throughout the entire
month of March and far
beyond Earth Hour.
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3. Beyond Earth Hour 2020

Photos: © WWF-Viet Nam
Infographics of the Saying No To Ivory - Saves Families campaign
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© Nguyen Linh Em / WWF-Viet Nam

Photo: © WWF-Viet Nam
Key visual of the Invasion of trash campaign

© WWF-Viet Nam
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© WWF-Viet Nam
Banner of the Plastic Innovation Contest

4. Viet Nam’s first ever sustainable seafood week
In August 2015, seafood certified by the Aquaculture Stewardship Council (ASC®)
responsibly farmed in Viet Nam, had officially reached the domestic market for
the first time. The Sustainable Seafood Week 2015 campaign, organised by WWFViet Nam in partnership with a number of companies from various industries,
raised consumer awareness on the seafood sectors’ responsible practices in the
Asia Pacific region, including Viet Nam.

Photos: © WWF-Viet Nam
Eat In Style - Know The Origin was the Viet Nam campaign’s key message and
slogan.

© WWF-Viet Nam
© WWF-Viet Nam
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Corporate partners in Viet Nam from different sectors joined multiple
campaigns to raise their voices for the planet with WWF-Viet Nam.

AEON MALL Binh Tan

IPH Shopping Center

AEON MALL Ha Dong

MoMo E-Wallet

AEON MALL Long Bien

Panasonic

AEON MALL Tan Phu
Celadon

Phu Hung Assurance

Ball Corporation

RIO Agency

Big C

Sakana Viet Nam Media
Joint Stock Company

Bitour

Santa Viet Nam

BK-Holdings

TBWA\Viet Nam

BOO Trading JSC.

The Coffee House

Chicilon Media

The Garden Shopping
Center

Crescent Mall
FBNC
Fuji Xerox

Traveloka Xperience
Viet Nam Electricity (EVN)

Goldsun Focus Media

Viet Nam Public Joint
Stock Commercial Bank

Gotadi

Vincom

Hung Vuong Corporation

VNAV (Viet Nam
Audiovisual Network)

Intel Products Viet Nam
InterContinental Asiana
Saigon Hotel

Winking Seal
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REFORESTATION
1. innisfree – kicking off an eco-trend to become a green

lifestyle

innisfree, together with WWFViet Nam, kicked off the Green
Forest campaign across the
country; of which, each empty
cosmetic bottle brought in by
consumers was matched with one
tree donated by innisfree. The
campaign was enthusiastically
© innisfree
supported by the community
with the participation of a leading key opinion leader and vlogger Giang Ơi.
This collective efforts from a community who cares for nature resulted in
the 5,787 trees planted to restore the Lang Sen Wetland Reserve ecosystem.
Moreover, the campaign further sustains its impact on the community by
inspiring a green lifestyle and turning individual action into a collective,
tangible win for the environment.

2. Intel Products Viet Nam (Intel) – the fruitful outcome of a
strategic Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) plan
Lang Sen, officially
recognised as the
7th RAMSAR site (an
internationally significant
wetland) in Viet Nam and
the 2,227th in the world,
is home to
156 plant species,
122 bird species,
and a number of
small mammal and
reptile species.
The forests within the
Reserve have been
degraded
recently due to
unfavourable
weather conditions and the
impacts of climate change.
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© WWF-Viet Nam

As one of the most proactive partners of WWF-Viet Nam in employee
engagement culture, Intel has relentlessly engaged almost 700 volunteers
in their long term CSR plan partnering with WWF-Viet Nam. During 2016
- 2017, Intel succeeded in contributing greatly to the mission of restoring
wildlife habitats in the Lang Sen Wetland Reserve. The Intel’s sponsorship
and volunteers’ effort resulted in 19,500 trees which were taken care of under
WWF’s supervision to ensure their healthy growth, supporting the Reserve’s
unique biodiversity.
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3. Microsoft – delivering commitment to improving lives of
those most in need

In the long-term
commitment, the project
brings forth a better
eco-culture and natural
air conditioning for the
local community living in
Central Viet Nam – the
region being exposed to
the most extreme weather
of the country.
© WWF-Viet Nam

Through the span of a two-year project with WWF-Viet Nam in 2013, Microsoft
was able to fulfill its commitment to social responsibility by improving the
lives of those most in need in the coastal lagoon areas in Thua Thien Hue
province. With an area of more than 20 ha reforested with 23,000 mangrove
trees and 400 households trained and adopting eco aquaculture practices,
people in the area are now safer and have more stable harvests and incomes.

4. BOO Trading JSC. (BOO) – the transforming power of

communities’ engagement

© WWF-Viet Nam

Having been a staunch partner of Earth Hour for over ten consecutive years,
BOO Trading JSC. (BOO) has inspired hundreds of thousands of people to do
their parts in protecting the environment. Their commitment to conservation
continued through WWF-Viet Nam’s I will if you will initiative, leading to the
renowned output of collective power where BOO’s customers donated more
than 18,000 mangrove trees to a reforestation project in Thua Thien Hue’s
coastal areas.
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IKEA

IKEA started its work with WWF in the Mekong region since
2006 to safeguard and manage precious natural resources and
transform business for the benefit of people and planet. Through
engagement, innovation and advocacy in 05 countries, the
WWF-IKEA partnership promotes and supports sustainable
forest management, responsible production and sourcing of forest commodities
from both natural forest and plantations (bamboo, rattan, rubber and acacia).

BETWEEN 2016
AND 2020,
FSC© CERTIFIED
ACACIA
PLANTATIONS
SUPPORTED BY
THE PROJECT IN
VIET NAM

Alarmingly, we are irresponsibly taking more from nature than natural systems
can replenish, jeopardizing our own well-being and survival. Recognising the
scale and complexity of the impacts caused by the production of major global
commodities such as timber, natural fiber and cotton, and the role of business
in driving change, WWF and IKEA have joined forces to transform production
processes for the better across whole sectors. Together, the partnership
transforming business for the benefit of people and planet, helping secure a
healthier future for everyone.

© James Morgan / WWF
Photos: © James Morgan / WWF

INCREASED
FROM
15,832 ha to
21,358 ha.
Until 2020–
total accumulation of
9,409 ha of
1,813 FSC® acacia
smallholders’ plantations
in Viet Nam
supplied materials to
IKEA suppliers.
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The current partnership’s project Phase 7 “Stronger Supply Chains, Empowered
Communities, Improved Forest Resilience and Biodiversity & Knowledge Sharing
Beyond Borders” (September’2020-August’2023) is designed to build capacity of
forest enterprises and smallholders to improve management of natural forest
habitat, biodiversity and climate resilience, and also addresses deforestation by
improving supply chain legality, transparency and traceability. The project will
support business practices that reduce human footprint on the natural landscape,
and promote fair and equal access to natural resources for local communities and
support fair and equal business practices in the landscape. Project Phase 7 will
continue on the expansion of sustainable forest management models, benefiting
local communities’ livelihood and Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) along
forest supply chains, so that forests and wildlife in the landscapes are effectively
protected and more resilient to the effects of climate change. Across 04 countries
(Cambodia, Laos, Thailand and Viet Nam), 15 provinces will be targets.
In Viet Nam, the project focuses on improving and expanding the FSC®
certification system for smallholders, providing access to financing mechanisms,
assessing deforestation in the landscape, and enforcing policies towards
sustainable forest management and certification. This project phase will safeguard
forest biodiversity at landscape level and will ensure a long-term balance between
harvest of wood and forest regrowth.
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PRUDENTIAL
THE PARTNERSHIP
ENGAGED ABOUT

While
ramping
up
conservation
efforts in 2018, WWF-Viet Nam and
Prudential plc (UK) and Prudential
Vietnam Assurance Private Ltd.
(Prudential) launched a partnership for
plastic waste reduction in Viet Nam. With a shared vision and perspective
in confronting plastic issues, WWF-Viet Nam and Prudential collaborated
from the initial project concept discussion and development; pulling together
innovative yet pragmatic ideas and resources to form the Building plastic
pollution free communities project. The project aimed to significantly change
the perception and behaviour of Vietnamese plastic consumption for the sake
of environmental sustainability.

100 JOURNALISTS
6,200 STUDENTS
AND
TEACHERS
IN 05 SCHOOLS

© Khuong Dinh Nhat / VAS Ha Noi

The initiative’s approach was based on
the direct participation of individuals
in shared activities. WWF-Viet Nam
and Prudential engaged schools,
businesses
and
communities,
through environmental education
programming and online and offline
communication campaigns, involving
mass media to raise awareness, change
behaviour and pioneer a model for
plastic waste reduction.

With technical support from WWF-Viet Nam, approximately 2,000 Prudential
staffs and agents learnt how to be strong supporters and advocates of a growing
global and local movement addressing plastic pollution. The Prudential staff
practiced plastic waste reduction by conducting an audit of their current plastic
habits, assessing potential solutions to reduce plastic waste and creating an action
plan.

AND
THOUSANDS OF
CORPORATE
STAFF.

© WWF-Viet Nam / Phan Nguyen Tuyen
Prudential staff volunteers not only participated in driving the changes but also became
the change and inspiration for their institution and communities to continue in this spirit,
even beyond this partnership framework.

Looking outwards, additional connections and partnerships were forged through
Prudential’s other stakeholders including customers, partners and suppliers.
The story and work that unfolded within Prudential will be replicated externally
throughout public spaces and other institutions. The project has positivelly
impacted the development of a Viet Nam that is beginning to have a healthier
and more sustainable lifestyle, cleaner ocean, and greener businesses.
21
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INTERNATIONAL
INVESTMENT BANK (IIB)
The International Investment Bank (IIB), with its ongoing goal of contributing to
environmental and endangered species conservation, initiated a sponsorship in 2015
for WWF-Viet Nam’s efforts in protecting the country’s elephants.
Approximately 100 wild elephants remain in the country, with a population of 60 70 individuals in the Yok Don, Dak Lak area. Despite efforts, both captive and wild
elephant populations in Dak Lak province have sharply reduced in the last 40 years.
In January 2016, WWF-Viet Nam launched a national initiative, enabled by IIB’s
funding, to assist authorities in developing provincial and national strategies to
protect the elephants in Dak Lak and Viet Nam.
In late 2015, when Jun - a
young male elephant - was
found and rescued in Yok
Don National Park (NP),
he had been trapped and
injured badly. Despite the
NP’s veterinarian’s best
efforts to nurse him back
to health, sadly, Jun’s toes
and part of his heel had
to be amputated due to
infected wounds. His trunk
was permanently damaged.
He would not be able to
return to his natural habitat.
The forests of Yok Don NP,
Dak Lak, lost a could-havebeen mighty elephant herd
leader.

THE STORY OF JUN

Photos: © Kayleigh Ghiot /
WWF-Viet Nam

The initiative, aiming to prevent future reoccurrence of regrettable cases like Jun’s, is
among IIB’s efforts to deliver its goals in sustainable development and environmental
protection within Viet Nam, where the company implements their activities.
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PRIVATE SECTOR JOINS FORCES
TO SUSTAIN A PLASTIC WASTEFREE ISLAND
IN 2018 - 2021, THE
PROJECT WILL
TRAIN 60
TEACHERS,

Besides its beautiful beaches, rich biodiversity and delicious seafood, Phu
Quoc is facing serious terrestrial and marine pollution largely from plastic
waste, which is caused by the rapid development of tourism and investment,
in combination with waste management incapacity. Endeavouring to protect
the island from plastic waste, WWF-Viet Nam, local communities, businesses,
organisations and government agencies have mobilised efforts for Phu Quoc Toward a plastic waste-free island initiative.
Besides training for schools, working with fishing boats and supporting local
communities in plastic waste management, the project greatly engages the
hospitality sector and street shops to fight against plastic waste.

ENGAGE 400
HOUSEHOLDS,
AND ELICIT
COMMITMENT
TO WASTE
MANAGEMENT
FROM 50
BUSINESSES.

Photos: © WWF-Viet Nam
Photos: © WWF-Viet Nam

• Peppercorn Beach Resort
• Phu Quoc Ecolodge
• Sol Beach House Phu Quoc

Corporates who sign the project commitment
become pioneers in reducing plastic in their
operation.
• An Nhien Retreat
• Best Western Premier Sonasea Phu Quoc
• Capella Resort
• Dusit Princess Moonrise Beach Resort Phu
Quoc
• Famiana Resort & Spa
• Flipper Diving Club
• Fusion Resort Phu Quoc
• Green Bay Phu Quoc Resort & Spa
• InterContinental Phu Quoc Long Beach Resort
• JW Marriott Phu Quoc Emerald Bay
• La Veranda Resort
• Nam Nghi Phu Quoc
• Novotel Phu Quoc Resort
• Philip Cozy Bungalow
• Salinda Resort Phu Quoc
• T and T Resort
• Twosie island Company Limited

Particularly, the project made a big splash on World Ocean Day 2019, with the
participation of almost 1,000 people and public commitment from the Phu Quoc’s
People Committee towards tackling the mounting plastic waste issue.
This is part of WWF-Viet Nam’s contribution to WWF’s ambitious global target
of reducing plastic leakage into the ocean by 50-100% by 2035. Key strategies
to achieve this include government engagement to alter policies on waste
management, corporate engagement for business transformation to minimise
plastic production and individual behaviour change initiatives to reduce day-today plastic consumption.
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SOPEX VN
Having a premium coffee line named after Saola, a rare and distinctive species,
SOPEX VN was inspired to sign on to a partnership with WWF-Viet Nam in 2017.
The company consistently donates a portion of the revenue from its internationally
sold Saola River premium coffee, contributing to the continuation of long-term
Saola protection efforts and WWF-Viet Nam’s conservation work.

Believed to be a relic
species of the last Ice Age,
Saola is a strong symbol
for the diversity of the
Annamites Mountains in
Viet Nam and Laos - the
only area it calls home.
None exist in captivity and
this rarely-seen mammal
is already critically
endangered.

© David Hulse / WWF-Canon

WWF-Viet Nam’s work with local government, partners, and communities focuses
on establishing and strengthening protected areas. From 2011 to June 2020, over
69,800 patrols days, almost 1,500 illegal camps were destroyed and 131,900
snares and traps were removed. Conserving and restoring forests protects unique
species like the Saola while also supports and enhances the livelihoods of people
whose existence relies on ecosystem services provided by the forest.

Photos: SOPEX VN
The paths of SOPEX VN and WWF actually crossed in 2013 when SOPEX VN established
its tourism enterprise with local communities in Cat Tien National Park. SOPEX VN then
began operating Talai longhouse which was built with support of WWF-Viet Nam to
provide accommodation for tourism. All of these bring considerable economic benefits to
the community and the park.
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WWF-VIET NAM
HAS TRAINED
400
BANKERS
FROM
OVER 30
FINANCIAL
INSTITUTIONS
IN
09 INDUSTRY-WIDE
AND BILATERAL
WORKSHOPS
ON ESG ISSUES.

© Shutterstock / isak55 / WWF

Financial Institutions (FIs) are particularly exposed to both risks and
opportunities in the transition to a low carbon future, and are uniquely positioned
to steer the direction of the global economy. By integrating Environmental, Social
and Governance (ESG) analyses into their lending, investment and underwriting
practices, FIs can reduce risks to their portfolios, enhance value creation and
support companies as they transition to more sustainable business models. This
also serves to build a stronger and more resilient global economy.
WWF-Viet Nam has been working with the banking sector and key financial
stakeholders to promote sustainable finance practices. WWF-Viet Nam also
assesses how well the top five listed banks in Viet Nam address ESG issues in
their lending activities using the proprietary Sustainable Banking Assessment
framework. The assessments are used for engagement purposes to help banks
understand how they can improve on their ESG integration performance.
Furthermore, WWF-Viet Nam collaborates with banking regulators including
State Bank of Viet Nam to develop sustainable banking regulations and guidelines.
This includes providing technical environmental and social advice into sectoral
guidelines for aquatic product processing as well as pulp & paper industries.
The guidelines are toolkits to help banks assess environmental and social risks
of credit projects. Such work has highlighted WWF-Viet Nam’s commitment to
sustainable finance, which will help channel financial flows towards sustainable
activities to achieve positive environmental and social outcomes.
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TETRA PAK

Tetra Pak started its partnership with WWFViet Nam in 2017 with a focus on protecting and
responsibly managing forests in Viet Nam.

The partnership aimed to restore the forests that
are critical to wildlife habitats and human living conditions in the Lang Sen Wetland
Reserve (LSWR), Long An Province. The project reforested an 08-ha area in the
Reserve with more than 4,000 thorny bamboo (Bambusa Bambos) trees.
Beyond reforestation,
Tetra Pak and WWFViet Nam collaborated
on promoting the use of
recyclable packaging,
recycling practice and
their benefits, through
a series of events and
activities across the
country, in order to
advance the protection of forests in Viet Nam and all over the world.
© WWF-Viet
Nam
At
the end of
2017, the partnership started a new project on providing clean
drinking water to more than 10,000 students and teachers at 29 kindergartens
and schools in the buffer zones of Tram Chim National Park.

Besides technical activities, including installation of necessary equipment and
© WWF-Viet Nam
training in use and maintenance, the project also raised awareness for local
students and teachers in environmental conservation, through which helping
them to understand the values of the natural resources of the National Park and
how to protect these resources with their actions.
This project is part of Tetra Pak’s campaign to raise consumers’ awareness
across the country. The campaign inspired families to share videos about their
daily contributions to environmental protection. Videos showed families sorting
waste, recycling waste items, limiting the use of nylon bags and conserving
natural resources. Not only did the campaign encourage communities to care for
our planet but it also reached out to marginalised communities and helped to
improve their lives.
For thousands of people in
the buffer zone of
Tram Chim National Park,
access to safe drinking
water remains a day-to-day
struggle.
The Delta is facing water
resource problems such as
floods, saline intrusion,acid
sulphate soils, water
pollution and droughts.
More than providing access
to clean drinking water,
the partnership aimed to
educate students in order to
protect the region’s natural
resources in the long term.
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THE COCA-COLA COMPANY
10 BILLION LITERS
OF WATER
WILL CONTINUE
TO BE
REPLENISHED
ANNUALLY IN
TRAM CHIM
AREAS
300 POOR
HOUSEHOLDS
CAN ACCESS
THE PARK TO
FISH AND
COLLECT
VEGETABLES
TO INCREASE
INCOME.
TCNP ecosystems provide
ecological functions and
support the livelihoods
of 50,000 people living
around the Park.
The project helped them
sustainably use the Park’s
resources, which equipped
them to contribute to and
sustain conservation
impacts in the area.

The Coca-Cola Company and WWF-Viet Nam worked together in 2017 to
conserve freshwater resources around the world and improve environment
for communities’ living as well as values of sustainable development of CocaCola’s operations.
The Plain of Reeds wetland restoration project was launched under the global
partnership of freshwater conservation, a collaboration between The Coca-Cola
Company and WWF-Viet Nam.

© Nguyen Van Hung / WWF-Viet Nam

Tram Chim National Park (TCNP) is a remaining area of the Plain of Reeds – a
vast seasonally flooded wetland system - that supports 130 fish species and 256
bird species, including the park’s flagship species - the Sarus Crane.
The partnership aimed to improve the ecological conditions of the Plain of
Reeds wetlands, located in the Mekong River basin, through restoring habitats,
collaborating to manage livelihood interventions for 50,000 people living
around Tram Chim National Park and supporting them to use natural resources
sustainably, which contributed to the Park’s conservation.
In collaboration with the Management Board of TCNP, the project placed
emphasis on restoring wetland habitats and streamlining wetland related
policies.

© Thomas Cristofoletti / WWF-US

© WWF-Viet Nam
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VOLV0

More than half of the world’s population reside in cities
and over 70% of the world’s CO2 emissions are generated
by cities’ residents. Volvo and WWF-Viet Nam worked
together to support WWF’s global programme One Planet
City Challenge (OPCC) formerly named Earth Hour City Challenge (EHCC) to
help drive sustainable city development, with a special focus on mobility during
the period of 2016–2017.
OPCC has been created to mobilise action and support from cities in the global
transition towards a climate friendly one-planet future. OPCC engages cities from
all over the world to accelerate their commitments and actions, for example by
generating solutions and plans for sustainable mobility.
In 2016, Hue joined the
One Planet City Challenge
(OPCC) to become one of
the 18 cities in the world
designated as a National
Earth Hour City, followed
by its commitment to
decrease levels of 2011
greenhouse gas emissions
by 20% by 2020.
In 2018, in partnership
with WWF-Viet Nam,
Danang won the OPCC,
following its commitment
to carbon emission
reduction by 25% by 2030.
Other cities joining the
challenge were Hoi An
and Dong Hoi who were
also selected for the final
round of OPCC.

© WWF-Viet Nam

Furthermore, Volvo Group employees also participated in OPCC activities
through their offices in many other countries and regions, in order to share
knowledge, increase awareness and contribute to sustainable urban transport
solutions to benefit the overall objectives of OPCC.
To reach its ambitious target
and commitment, Hue City
created seven specific
action plans, focusing on
urban greening, green
tourism development,
effective disposal of trash
and waste water, intelligent
public lighting systems,
renewable energy and
eco-friendly construction
materials.

© WWF-Viet Nam
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Bike Share is one of many
initiatives to increase
ecofriendly transportation in
the city.
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© Le Thanh Tung / WWF-Greater Mekong
A kingfisher overlooks the ecotourism homestays in Mui Ca Mau. Through a part of the
HSBC Water Programme, WWF-Viet Nam supported local community members living
in and around Mui Ca Mau National Park to become ecotourism homestay hosts, as a
sustainable alternative livelihood.
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FUJI XEROX VIET NAM
Fuji Xerox Viet Nam has been a long-term supporter of the FSC® standards for
paper procurement, which helps to ensure that the forests around the world are
responsibly managed. Starting from 2017, Fuji Xerox Viet Nam has sponsored
the printing of WWF-Viet Nam’s communication materials on FSC® paper,
including WWF-Viet Nam’s calendar as gifts to our partners, as well as many
other publications such as posters, annual reports and educational booklets.

© WWF-Viet Nam

This sponsorship has contributed to WWF-Viet Nam’s commitment to ensuring
that its operation, and specifically its paper use, minimises polluting impacts on
climate and water while delivering communications outputs that are necessary
for conservation wins.
Since 2020, Fuji Xerox Viet Nam has joined the movement of managing office
plastic waste. The action plan, with support from WWF, aims to raise awareness of
each staff towards minimising their daily waste, with a step-by-step guideline for
the whole office to reach their targets set on effective sustainability management.

The publications were
printed on the FSC®
paper: 2020 calendar and
educational material about
plastic waste reduction.

© WWF-Viet Nam
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GREENING VIET NAM’S
TEXTILE INDUSTRY
IN VIET NAM
WWF HAS
ENGAGED
ADIDAS
H&M
HUGO BOSS
OTO GROUP
PUMA
TOMMY HILFIGER
AND
VAUDE
IN IMPROVED
WATER
MANAGEMENT,
ENERGY
SUSTAINABILITY
AND CLIMATE
ACTION.

The textile and garment sector is one of the key drivers of Viet Nam’s economy.
As a top exporter, the sector accounts for 15% of the country’s total exports and is
valued at US$ 39 billion as of 2019. It is also a heavy energy user and abstractor,
and polluter of water, as sections of its supply chain Viet Nam require significant
water for wet processing. This in turn generates highly polluted wastewater from
chemical dying, and consumes large amounts of energy to boil water and to run
machinery. This sector aims to transform its current reputation from being “low
cost and environmentally harmful Viet Nam” to being “sustainably ‘Made in
Viet Nam,’” in order to attract further foreign investment and gain a competitive
business edge in the global market.

© WWF-Viet Nam

Sponsored by SDC, HSBC, and Tommy
Hilfiger, WWF is working with the
national partners, including Ministry
of Industry and Trade (MOIT), Viet
Nam Textile and Apparel Association
(VITAS),
Vietnam
Chamber
of
Commerce and Industry (VCCI), along
with other sectoral and international
partners, to transform the textile
sector in Viet Nam. By engaging textile
and garment producers on sectoral
and environmental governances, WWF
hopes to bring social, economic, and
conservation benefits to the country
and the entire Mekong region.

This 04-year project, launched in
September 2018, is supported by
the goals of improving water and
energy performance while reducing
their impacts; this both improves
Mekong River governance and helps
to lower greenhouse gas emissions
driving dangerous climate change.
By making textile businesses more
active participants in the governance
of the Mekong River and sustainable
energy planning, we are creating
opportunities for these businesses
to discuss collective actions to
achieve sustainable investment and
development in the textile sector.
© VITAS
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THE WWF NETWORK*
WWF Offices*
Armenia
Australia
Austria
Azerbaijan
Belgium
Belize
Bhutan
Bolivia
Brazil
Bulgaria
Cambodia
Cameroon
Canada
Central African Republic
Chile
China
Colombia
Croatia
Democratic Republic of
Congo
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Hong Kong

Spain

Hungary

Suriname

India

Sweden

Indonesia

Switzerland

Italy

Tanzania

Japan

Thailand

Kenya

Tunisia

Korea

Turkey

Laos

Uganda

Madagascar

United Arab Emirates

Malaysia

United Kingdom

Mexico

United States of America

Mongolia

Viet Nam

Mozambique

Zambia

Myanmar

Zimbabwe

Namibia
Nepal

WWF Associates*

Netherlands

Fudena (Venezuela)

New Zealand

Pasaules Dabas Fonds
(Latvia)

Denmark

Norway

Ecuador

Pakistan

Fiji

Panama

Finland

Papua New Guinea

France

Paraguay

French Guyana

Peru

Gabon

Philippines

Georgia

Poland

Germany

Romania

Greece

Russia

Guatemala

Singapore

Guyana

Solomon Islands

Honduras

South Africa

Nigerian Conservation
Foundation (Nigeria)
*As of 2017

WWF in numbers
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1961
+100

WWF was founded
in 1961

WWF is in over 100
countries, on 6 continents

+5M
WWF has over 5 million
supporters

+25M
WWF has over
25 million followers
on Facebook, Twitter
and Google+
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